
As you think about your last team retreat experience, 

we hope your entire team remembers feeling refueled, 

fired up about company vision, and closer to the  

people you work with. Yet, most teams recall a bland 

experience that left them questioning...  

“WAS IT WORTH THE  
TIME & MONEY?”

This handbook is designed to help you invest time and 

energy into a retreat that has a clear ROI (for everyone). 

Let us help you craft a team retreat experience that 

brings you meaningful moments and concrete results.

This may sound like a pipe 
dream, but at Intune, we  
believe it’s totally possible.

WHAT IF YOUR 
TEAM’S ANNUAL  
RETREAT WAS  
MORE THAN SOCIAL 
TIME ON THE  
COMPANY DIME?

READY TO ENERGIZE YOUR TEAM?
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BEFORE YOU EVEN BEGIN:  
THE ELEMENTS OF AN  
EFFECTIVE RETREAT

DO YOU HAVE TO THINK OUTSIDE THE BOX?  
OR GET OUTSIDE IT?

It may feel counterintuitive to take your team away from the day-to-day, but true innovation and creativity requires 
space — space to think outside the box, imagine new possibilities, and build strong interpersonal connections. 

We like to think you can do that in a way that feels like an investment, not just an expense. 

And yet getting your team to focus can be hard because humans are well… human.

Here are 5 steps to create the perfect environment that helps your team play (and focus) full out.
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DETERMINE THE PRIMARY  
OBJECTIVE FOR THE RETREAT 

WHAT DOES YOUR ORGANIZATION NEED  
FOR YOUR PEOPLE & BUSINESS SUCCESS?  

BOTH ARE CRITICAL.

Team cohesion? Leadership skills? Focused strategy sessions? You can even weave them together in one retreat 
agenda so you address both human and business needs simultaneously.

Intune conducts a comprehensive discovery phrase ahead of your retreat so you aren’t risking valuable time on 
non-critical activity. We work to understand your team and facilitate consensus on a retreat focus. You’ll be  
surprised how powerful having a united retreat intention can be for moving mountains of work and forging  
connections in the room.
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LET’S GIVE YOU A GUIDE FOR WHICH OBJECTIVE YOUR TEAM MIGHT MOST NEED TO FOCUS ON:

TEAM 
BONDING 

A team bonding experience helps build 
connection, shared experiences, and 
relationships between team members. 
Getting personal is a vital part of team 
bonding and can break down barriers 
and cultivate improved communication, 
mutual support, and collaborative spirit. 
Our experience shows, the more bonded 
a team is, the better they perform.

TEAM/LEADERSHIP 
SKILL DEVELOPMENT 

This retreat focuses on experiences  
that lead to more engaged and aware 
individuals with more aligned and 
unified teams; improves team collabo-
ration, and helps teams explore more 
energizing ways of working together 
— from communication, feedback, and 
appreciation, to navigating challenging 
conversations and resolving conflict.

STRATEGIC BUSINESS 
DEVELOPMENT 

This is typically what business leaders 
imagine when they plan an offsite: 
what’s the company north star, quarterly  
goals, strategic objectives, departmental/ 
individual responsibilities etc. However, 
they risk hitting serious roadblocks  
if not underpinned with the ‘fuel’ for  
execution: consensus, enthusiasm, and  
accountability. Since passion fuels vision 
and lasting commitment, we create the 
right space for your team to access 
business potential from all levels of 
awareness and cognition. Whether you 
need to look back with a facilitated  
History Walk, or imagine future pos-
sibilities with our Entity Visioning, 
we help your team envision and build 
consensus around business goals and 
ideate your next phase of growth.

BLENDED RETREAT 
Because we work at the intersection of human development and business 
strategy, a blended focus for these three areas comes naturally to us. 
We interweave skills building through play and establish new team 
work agreements as we facilitate strategy and business solutioning.
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GET BUY-IN FROM YOUR  
LEADERSHIP TEAM

IT’S NO SECRET — COMPANY RETREATS  
SOMETIMES HAVE A BAD RAP.  

TRUST FALLS, ANYONE?

More often than not, attendees arrive with preconceived expectations about how it will be. It’s important to get 
the buy-in of your team in the planning stages so each participant shows up fully, knows what to expect, and is 
assured that their particular focus and needs are being met in the retreat design.

Here are a few ideas to get attendees engaged and invested:
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ASSEMBLE 
a team to plan and build consensus 
around what success looks like. This 
group can also identify the critical  
topics to cover, and how you want to 
feel together when the retreat is over.

CHOOSE 
the venue as well as the wraparound 
services - food, outside facilitation, 
lodging (if applicable), social activities 
— and once defined, share details with 
your team to paint a picture of what is 
being planned.

COMMUNICATE 
key details early and often! The key 
is to generate enthusiasm about the 
retreat and to create the energy of  
opting-in from your team early on.

NAME THE BIGGEST TEAM/PEOPLE DYNAMIC ISSUE YOU BELIEVE  
IS BLOCKING PROGRESS IN OUR COMPANY.

NAME THE BIGGEST BUSINESS ISSUE WE NEED TO SOLVE AS A TEAM

NAME THE MOST IMPORTANT LEADERSHIP/TEAM SKILL WE NEED TO ADOPT IMMEDIATELY

WHAT IS REQUIRED FOR US DURING THE RETREAT TO FEEL ENGAGED,  
FULLY PRESENT AND SAFE TO BE VULNERABLE?

HOW DO WE WANT TO FEEL AFTER THE RETREAT IS OVER?

WHAT DOES SUCCESS LOOK LIKE FOR US? HOW WILL WE KNOW  
THE RETREAT WAS WORTH THE TIME AND MONEY?

HERE ARE SOME PROMPTS TO START GENERATING ENGAGEMENT:
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THE PERFECT PAIRING TO GROW 
YOUR TEAM’S POTENTIAL

CHOOSE THE RIGHT VENUE

NOW IT’S TIME TO ANSWER THE ONE QUESTION  
ON EVERY RETREAT HOST’S MIND:  

WHERE ARE WE GOING TO HOST THIS THING?

The answer hinges on the objective of your retreat. 

TEAM BONDING RETREATS
You likely want a destination to create new memories together. Prioritize convenience to multiple activities and 
gathering places for shared leisure. Close to the water is always a great idea. Think beaches, pools, or even a 
cruise. Or find activities close to home: food tours, hikes, escape rooms. 

LEADERSHIP SKILLS & BUSINESS STRATEGY RETREATS
Counter intuitive suggestion: find a space that does NOT resemble anything like an office or a hotel meeting 
room. Those do little to spark imagination or regenerate energy, which will make progress slower than molasses. 
Prioritize spaces that allow for whole-group and breakout discussions, and ideally, whiteboards, projectors, blank 
walls, and broad tabletops. You’ll need those for ideating, brainstorming, designing, and problem solving. 

HYBRID RETREATS
Excellent sound and projection capabilities and again, flexibility in moving people around to be inclusive of those 
joining remotely are a must. Decor will impact the ambience and keep the mood elevated. Avoid fluorescent lights 
and stark chipboard walls. Search for exposed brick, and raw materials. Think old textile warehouses, breweries, or 
farmhouses. The closer to a social precinct for breaks and after-hours fun, the better.

Beyond these considerations, ask yourselves: “What venue will foster connection and rejuvenation the most 
among our available options? Where would our team be most inspired and activated?” Keep these questions in 
mind as you evaluate and select your retreat venue.
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ACCESS THIS EXPERIENCE FOR YOUR TEAM
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COVER THE 3 CRITICAL  
AGENDA ELEMENTS4

WE LOVE CUSTOM-CRAFTING RETREATS  
THAT EXCEED BUSINESS  

(AND ATTENDEE) EXPECTATIONS.

Based on years of experience working with teams in sectors such as biotech, agricultural tech, digital tech,  
healthcare, and education, here are the ingredients of every great retreat:

PRACTICAL TEAM & LEADERSHIP PRINCIPLES
Trained facilitation staff use a dynamic mix of presentations, activities, inquiry, and reflection to  
land on your team agreements or rules of engagement for how your team works together. These 
agreements serve as common operating guidelines to apply to team meetings, cross functional part-
nership building, and general principles for top leaders in the organization to model in the culture.  

TIME TOGETHER
Give your team space to explore dynamics, practice communication and deep listening skills, build 
community, strengthen leadership, and walk away with new perspectives. We teach practical skills 
that are easily integrated to support team functioning. We coach your team in real-time through 
role-play for immediate practice and application to facilitating business at hand. 

APPLICABLE LEARNING
Before ending a retreat, develop a roadmap and plan of action with accountability on next steps so  
you keep momentum going after your retreat. This is where your retreat ROI kicks in. Additionally, 
all new skills learned and new team agreements made are practiced and committed to during  
regular team meetings.

Combining these 3 essential components is how we at Intune provide enriching experiences that 
activate the energy of a team and operation, resulting in a stronger, healthier culture with leaders 
unified around a common purpose. They’ll work for yours, too.
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GET FEEDBACK!

DON’T MISS OUT ON A GOLDMINE OF FEEDBACK.  
(EVEN OUTSIDE OF CALIFORNIA.)

By surveying your team immediately following the retreat, you can extract some great nuggets of truth or new 
ways of thinking that could help elevate your business. The feedback will give you input on how closely you 
reached your initial goals and definition of success, as well as areas of growth for improving your next retreat.
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DID YOU FEEL ADEQUATELY PREPARED BEFORE THE RETREAT?  
IMPROVEMENTS FOR NEXT TIME?

WHAT IS SOMETHING NEW YOU LEARNED ABOUT YOURSELF AT THE RETREAT?  
OF YOUR TEAM?

WHAT NEW IDEA, SOLUTION, OR SKILL WILL YOU TAKE FORWARD  
& APPLY IMMEDIATELY TO WORK?

HOW HAS THE RETREAT CHANGED YOUR MINDSET  
+ APPROACH TO THE TEAM & CULTURE?

WHAT ARE THE TOP TAKEAWAYS OR MOST IMPACTFUL MOMENTS FOR YOU?  
FOR YOUR TEAM?

WHAT WOULD MAKE OUR NEXT RETREAT EVEN BETTER?

WHAT WOULD HELP YOUR TEAM NOT LOSE THE ENERGY & MOMENTUM  
YOU ENJOYED TOGETHER AT THE RETREAT?

HERE ARE SOME QUESTIONS WE RECOMMEND ASKING YOUR TEAM TO GAUGE THEIR EXPERIENCE:
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IT’S EASY TO KEEP PUTTING 
YOUR TEAM RETREAT OFF UNTIL 
THE NEXT QUARTER. 
But what is the value of creating deeper team affinity, 
trust, and understanding and the implications of this 
on our business? What would be the business benefits 
of overcoming team dysfunction, communication 
issues, and competing agendas? 

If you were able to ignite a rocket fuel of energy,  
momentum and alignment in your top leadership 
team, what would be the value and impact this would 
have on your team and organization? How quickly 
would you want that to happen? 

Human beings are wired for connection and creativity. 
A retreat speeds up extraordinary business results by 
slowing down. Getting still gives our brains a chance 
to process change, innovate new solutions, and 
connect to ourselves and our team on a deeper level. 
Let’s explore the potential of your next retreat.

Have us craft & facilitate a world-class retreat for you:

DESIGN YOUR RETREAT

ONE FINAL  
QUESTION… 
HOW SOON WILL 
YOU HOLD YOUR 
RETREAT?
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